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Presentation Carreers? => loss in attractiveness in both the north and south + teacher demotivationHow can we reverse the phenomenon? + downard spiralCarreers = levier  strong potential to learn from other countries.What’s promising, what’s challenging, reflections on the journey to make teaching an attractive profession
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Summative teacher appraisal
It constitutes a fundamental aspect for decisions concerning promotion or salary 

progression
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Each model has advantages and disadvantagesManagement: Summative evolution = much more important role=>Differentiate fairly=>Administrative capacity to manageMotivation: salary progression based on appraisal + career laddersCareer ladders: control of professional development, apply to positions within the classroom=> designed as no completion + collaborationCareer ladders: rarely evaluated / bonus pay controversial results



Career models in our sample
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Most countries that have implemented a 2nd generation system have also maintained the old system but represent a marginal increase in wagesBonus almost absentDifficult to assess the contribution of a particular model



What’s promising about teacher
career reforms?

• Better regulating entry into the profession
• Diversifying teachers’ roles and keeping good 

teachers in the classroom
• Institutionalizing support roles and fostering 

collaboration between teachers
• Strengthening teacher training and 

professional development



What’s challenging about teacher
career reforms?

• Without basic conditions, career reforms won’t 
help to enhance the status of the profession

• 2nd generation career models require more 
financial, human and technical resources

• Transitioning to the new structure can be 
complex and contentious



How do we get there?

Start by consolidating what exists and adopt 
staged reforms1

2

3

4

Make sure salaries are attractive

Teacher support is essential

Gear systems toward support, collaboration, 
and professional development at school 
level
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Great benefits but no guaranteeConclusions are mulit-faceted + will vary depending on the type of reform and country contextGuiding principles: Staged reforms:Countries did not get there overnight, decades of consolidating reforms: change will take time, adopt a long term visionsubstantial undertaking, requiring a strong administration, as well as extensive financial, human, and technical resources.consistent with ability to implement and with teachers’ skills levels. Targeted measures: consolidate what exists (recruitment procedures), better regulate entry, teacher trainingImportance of piloting and close monitoring2) Teacher support sounds obvisous but it’s essential. Adress teachers’s girevancesDo not aim for overly contentious policiesSocial dialogue with unions + directly with the teachers3) Make sure salaries are attractiveconsider extrinsic factors before tackling intrinsic motivators: the basics need to be in place.a prerequisite that raises important financial issues: => costs need to be carefully projected.No quick fix: systemic approach + effects felt after several decades4) Collaboration and supportTeachers enjoy collaboration and formative feedbackAccountability has a bad press but can be introduced in a participatory manner to stimulate autonomous motivationNYC experience: breaking isolation // softer accountability without it coming from the outside (inspector) // more relevantCondition: no stakes attached – separate  informal feedback from formal evaluation processesTo conclude: Teacher career ladders have the potential to be effective and to improve teacher attraction and retention if properly designed and implemented but require the system to be ready for such reforms. A key takeaway for governments is thus to carefully evaluate their administrative capacity before launching into major reforms. Moreover, attempts at improving the status of the profession will be pointless unless salaries are attractive. Governments need to be aware that their efforts will need to be incremental and sustained over several decades to be successful. 
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Join our side event tonight!

6 pm Rashyidiya Grand Ballroom

Teacher careers, 
collaboration 
and support: 
how to make 

change happen ?
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